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Faith Review, What’s Eating Gilbert Grape 

 

Film Title: What’s Eating Gilbert Grape? 

Year: 1993 

Director: Lasse Hallstrom  

Original release form/venue: Theatrical release 

Current Availability and format: Available via online retailers in DVD; also 

available for viewing on www.hulu.com 

Genre: Drama 

Story elements: What’s Eating Gilbert Grape, tells the story of the Grape family, 

specifically Gilbert Grape, the oldest brother of the four remaining Grape 

siblings. Gilbert is stuck in his life helping his sister Amy to provide for their 

morbidly obese mother, spoiled teenage sister, and mentally handicapped 

younger brother Arnie. Gilbert’s entire life is on pause, and he lives this way- 

working for small, dying grocery store, having a relationship with a married 

woman- until a young woman arrives and allows him to dream of the possibility 

of something more. Gilbert realizes that he and his entire family deserve more, 

and we watch as throughout the film he struggles between his responsibility to 

his family and the reality of their life, and the life and freedom he could have 

without them.   

Once again, Hallstrom relies on a strong ensemble cast to carry this beautiful 

story of brokenness, hope, and love. Johnny Depp is perfect as the burned, 

passive Gilbert. He plays the role flawlessly, as the complicated, responsible and 

withdrawn Gilbert. As the movie unfolds, we root for Gilbert, we want better for 

him and we transfer our feelings about hope beyond this life to his situation. 

Leonardo DiCaprio is phenomenal as Arnie, the loveable boy, full of life but 

crippled by his mental handicap. Arnie is a source of joy and light, a reminder 

that we too should be a source of joy and light. Juliette Lewis is a breath of fresh 



air as Becky. Her character is full of passion and compassion, and she allows the 

other characters to find their passion for life and compassion for others. Finally, 

the newcomer Darlene Cates was a rare find. It would have been easy for the 

audience to treat Darlene’s character, Becky Grape, as a joke much like 

everyone in their small town of Endora, Iowa. However, Cates real life 

experience as an obese person living in self imposed isolation, bring such depth 

and power to the role, that you cannot help but care about her and her 

struggle.  

What’s Eating Gilbert Grape is a wonderful film that challenges us to take a look 

at how we live our own lives. Are we truly living, or are we just coasting through 

life? Are we light and joy? Are we living with passion? Do we show compassion? 

The film shows us how to love others and ourselves and the power the lies in 

hope. 

Film Language elements: The most important element is the characters. As with 

most of Hallstrom’s films, you are able to connect with the characters and feel 

their emotions with them.  The setting is also a key element. Even the name of 

the town, Endora, implies that there is emptiness in the town. In this town change 

comes slowly, and it is the trailers that drive through the town onto other 

locations, that offer a chance for Gilbert. It is fitting that the Grape children 

leave in the end to begin their new lives. 

Audience/Cultural context elements: The audience for this film is adults 18 and 

older. While the film is rated PG-13, and it could be shown to teens, I believe the 

pace of the film would lose most teenagers. It would not be impossible to use 

the film with teens, but it would not be my first choice. I would use the film with 

adults, both male and female.  

Theology is found: Theology is found outside of the movie. We bring our beliefs 

about hope, joy and family into conversation with the movie. We also bring our 

beliefs about compassion into conversation with the film. 

Theological themes for conversation: What is hope? How can we find hope, feel 

hope, see hope in hopeless situations? How can we show light and joy to the 

world? What is joy? How do we teach compassion? How do we show 

compassion? 

Suggested use of film: Bringing our theology on hope, compassion and joy into 

conversation with this movie can challenge the viewers’ beliefs on these issues. 

The film will allow viewers to discuss these topics in an open, non-threatening 

forum. It will bring these tough topics into the forefront and give viewers the 



opportunity to confront to work out their feelings through the characters in the 

film.  

Recommended amount/parts of film to view, and way to view it: I believe it is 

important for the entire film to be viewed. Because the characters are the most 

important part of the film, it is vital that the audience see the characters 

completely developed. The film should be viewed as a group. I would show the 

film in a group before discussion. I would like to have the group there to interact 

together as they are viewing the film. I think this will help people be more aware 

of the possibility of other opinions before the discussion begins. 

Concluding or summary remarks: This film has the possibility to lead to deeper 

theological discussion (hope, joy, etc). For this reason, it may be better to view 

the film one day and discuss on another, so there is plenty of time for dialogue.    


